The University recognises that members of staff frequently work outside normal hours or engage in additional activity to raise the profile of the University and enhance its reputation. This may take the form of business trips, evening speaking engagements, attendance at conferences etc. The University fully appreciates this significant personal contribution by staff.

It is often as a part of these and similar activities that staff may in good faith be offered hospitality, and sometimes gifts, which may be accepted in the spirit in which they are offered. The Nolan Committee identified seven principles to ensure the highest standards of propriety in public life – integrity, selflessness, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty, and leadership; the University expects the actions of its staff to reflect these values. In order to protect staff from accusations of improper conduct in accepting gifts and/or hospitality, the following guidance is provided.

11.1 It is an offence under the Bribery Act 2010 for members of staff to accept or give corruptly any gift or consideration (including hospitality) as an inducement or reward for doing, or refraining from doing, anything in an official capacity or showing favour or disfavour to any person in an official capacity. Please also see Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy.

11.2 Individual members of staff of the University should use their discretion as to whether to accept a gift or instance of hospitality. Gifts or hospitality with an estimated value of more than £100 should be registered using this form. If the value of the gift or hospitality is in doubt the better course of action is to declare it.

11.3 Gifts and/or hospitality of lesser values may also be registered if the member of staff considers it appropriate to do so in the interests of transparency.

11.4 When evaluating what is acceptable, first take a step back and consider:

- What is the intent – is it to build a relationship or is it something else?
- How would this look if these details were on the front of a newspaper?

11.5 Circumstances which are never permissible include examples that involve:

- Gifts in the form of cash or cash equivalent vouchers
- Entertainment of a sexual or similarly inappropriate nature.

11.6 Members of staff should seek approval from the Procurement Office for the acceptance of hospitality or gifts if they are aware that the person or organisation offering the gift or hospitality is doing so while participating in a University competitive tendering, competitive quotation or bidding process at that time.

11.7 Any member of staff who, having read this document, has questions or is unclear as to how to proceed may contact the Director of Legal Services or the Head of Internal Audit.